
MACBETH LUST

The Lust for Power in Macbeth by William Shakespeare *Works Cited Not Included Macbeth's destiny and his lust for
power, confirmed by the Three Witches and Lady Macbeth, leads to destruction. This lust for power leads Macbeth, as it
would all men, to an evil that exist in everyone.

It motivates us to improve ourselves. The characters in Macbeth, driven by ambition for power, do evil deeds
and destroy lives. In the beginning of the story Macbeth meets three witches that tell him that he will be the
Thane of Cowdar and eventually become King. One might suggest that rollerblading as fast as possible and
jumping off a deck would be a great possibility for pleasure. I hear a knocking At the south entry The
consequences of their actions are initiated by the murder of acquaintances and peers However, in the end his
arrogance will cost Macbeth his life. She becomes the driving force behind the wicked deed of murdering the
King. But none of the characters in the play Macbeth can compare to Macbeth and Lady Macbeth has to gain
power. As an infant, he survives the plague that kills tons of people living near him. In the story it is easily
noticeable that Macbeth can be convinced to do just about anything, but after he is no longer being convinced
to do these acts it is realized that Macbeth has a lust for power, a quest for blood, and a weak mindset. Without
this dilemma, Macbeth decides to do everything rapidly and spontaneously. His desires cause mass destruction
throughout Scotland, which bring him to his death. His appetite for power is fueled by his cunning wife who,
taking initiative, plots the destruction of King Duncan. Griffin 9 Mentally, Macbeth no longer exists. The play
is very powerful in terms of evil and lessons in life. Shakespeare uses these themes of light and dark or day
and night to form an actual image of the play's ongoing conflict for the reader or viewer. When Macbeth
murders and deceives, he loses his sanity. Author: Cari Minns. Ambition can lead to corruption as in the play
Macbeth by William Shakespeare, where the main character Macbeth is driven by his ambition and eventually
becomes corrupt. His friends become his enemies and his family becomes strangers. In the story Lady
Macbeth is the force that provokes Macbeth to commit all of these evil deeds.


